House Members Nominated At Assembly Meeting

New Name Chosen for Dramatic Club

A regular assembly meeting was held in the gymnasium on November 8th, for the purpose of nominating members-at-large for the House of Representatives. The nominees, all of whom were Juniors, were chosen from the names of: Dorothy Bayley, who presided at the meeting, announced that the news would be taken place in New London hall on November 9th.

The students who attended the meeting. Wednesday and Thursday nights of Thanksgiving week are not included in the system of night absences, but that, if Purple and Yellow tickets are taken contrary to academic rules, the same penalty as for a night absence shall be imposed and require signing-out in the office. The only person who may sign out a student other than his house master is the president, who should only be called upon in an emergency. She closed the student government meeting by informing the students that the Club of the Associated Glee Clubs Dance Orchestra, and special groups.

New developments in male voice singing have been consistently followed by college organizations in the past few years. A recent critic declared the Dartmouth College possessed "an individual singing quality and stage style. It was the first organization in America to sing the songs of Richard Hovey, himself a Dartmouth man, and author of the famous "Hein Song," "The Hanover Winter Song," and "Eleanor Wheelock." At the present time there is hardly a Glee Club in the United States which does not sing one of these famous songs. The Hovey verses contain a rhythm which made possible a distinctly "good fellowship," music, and the words are especially suited to college clubs.

The Dartmouth Glee Club is in cooperation with the Intercollegiate Council of the Associated Glee Clubs of America, introducing into its programs a generous proportion of compositions by the greatest masters in classical and modern schools, as well as the lighter and college songs usually associated with such organizations. This policy has met with the hearty approval of music critics and all members of the College throughout the country.

Under the direction of H. P. White of the Glee Club of this year equalled if not excelled the heritage handed down by the clubs of the past, and has developed in many new ways. The winning of the first place in the National Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest held in New York several years ago, and the placing in the honor list before and since, has added a great deal to the prestige of the organization.

The Glee Club goes with the other parts of the Musical Clubs on the Thanksgiving and Spring trips and in addition usually takes a trip of its own to the National Intercollegiate Glee Club Contest and a Northern trip around Lake Champlain and return in preparation for the same concert. In the past few years the Club has made several short trips giving concerts at other colleges such as Smith and Skidmore.

The Glee Club is being led this year by D. Gordon Graham '18, of Springfield, Mass., who has served it for three years as a soloist and last year as Concert To Be Followed By Dance

In the Sophomore-sophomore game played. Saturday, November fifth, the Juniors were out to the advantage and had a hard time getting out over the Sophomores, because of superior stick-work and teamwork. The Juniors had more accurate knowledge of the rules and more speed and endurance which enabled them to change quickly from defense to offense. The Hack line in particular was excellent. The Junior back line was on the go, and quite successful, especially in rushing the goalie, a line-up consisting of A. Gillispie, who has been out of hockey for a year, has returned doing as well as before. Elizabeth Johnson playing center had the Sophomores, for the first time, really was the strength of the back line.

The Line-up:

Seniors: Miss Links and Martha Webb were the unspoken.

Juniors Triumph Over Freshman, 8-4

Although the Juniors won, they seemed to show unnecessary roughness and their game was slow. Mary Scarpentini in the wing showed skill and speed in getting the ball down the field and sacrificed her chances of making a goal by making some nice passes. Elizabeth Riley was the one person who played an aggressive game.

The Freshmen had the advantage over the Juniors. They took their corners and roof-ins more quickly than the Juniors did. The Freshmen played their positions better and their back line exceled the Junior back line because they played an aggressive game as well as a good defensive game. The Junior backs played the old defensive game, and not an aggressive game as expected. The fresh Juniors were called on the Juniors for a good future, but the Juniors were ready for the Freshmen after they have had a chance for cooperation and practice.

The play was more open this year, which made a great chance for cooperation and practice.

(Continued on page 3, column 2)
For the past twelve years the Atlantic Monthly plan for the best novel of the year has been in show... makes the book "superior." "Jalna" is the name of the... a happy little boy of nine, to Augusta, the precocious but loveable little girl who can do in her spare time.

The new edition of "Jalna" finally revealed its characteristics, its winter freezing has set in. I do not know whether the weather and can only hope you don't have any. I do not want the new chance to get away from the snow because somebody got kind-hearted and we now have Tuesday afternoon as well as Thanksgiving for a holiday. This generosity is too much. This sounds like sarcasm and I suppose it is but it didn't start out to be. I guess I'm getting sleepy, and can't control my emotions any longer. In such a case, I'd better stop before I say something drab. With love again, maybe even more than before.

INTERCAGE TENNIS MATCHES
BEING PLAYED

(Concluded from page 1, column 1) plan can be made applicable to tennis as well as to the other sports where skill has become one of the most important factors toward winning.

The matches that have been played to date has the Junior and the Senior classes in the lead in points even excluding skill. The Seniors has the highest number of points for skill. The Freshmen team composed of some very good material is expected to push the two leading teams to a good fight in the finals.

The results of the matches played so far are as follows: Single--B. Houston defeated E. Taylor (6-4), (6-4) Bohny d. Price (7-5), (6-2) McGuire d. Burroughs (6-2), (6-1) Huntz d. Skiltz (6-4), (6-4) Mason d. Ackerman (6-1), (6-2) Resnick d. Irving (6-4), (6-4) Taylor d. Eldridge (6-1), (6-1) Mann d. Martin (6-6), (6-1) and Wiley d. Roberts (6-4).

Doubles--Bohney-Skiltz defeated Carra-Rice (6-4), (6-1) Stivili-Whitemore Eybooth-Terry (6-2), (6-3) and Whitemore-Petersen d. Rice-McGuire (6-4), (4-4).

FIRST HOCKEY GAMES PLAYED

(Concluded from page 1, column 2) ing to watch. In preceding years, there has been a tendency to lynch.

The line-up:


BEING PSYCHOLOGICALY IN LINE WITH OUR AGE DISCUSSED AT CONVATION

(Concluded from page 1, column 2) Progressive evolution is taking place and people are thinking of a Golden Age to be achieved. Professor Overstreet quoted H. G. Wells' book, "The Discovery of the Future." For decades we have been discovering the past. We know the past. Is it not time that we spend our time and energy in discovering the future? Professor Overstreet expressed the hope that the "discovery of the future" attitude would be taught in all schools and colleges. The last important aspect repre-

sensitive of this age is humane mindedness. For the first time in the his-
tory of the world, the central interest of the human being is in the human being instead of in the great military or political organi-

ger of former times. We are interested in humans, we want to know them and help them through our understanding of them. Humane-mind-

edness has developed as a result of the centuries of science. Our first science was astrology, followed in chronologi-

cal order by chemistry, physics, medicine, biology, all of which ap-

proach the individual. Sociology arrives next, at first a general sociology and later a sociology of individuals. Now the comparatively new science, psychology, is before the eyes of the people.

Professor Overstreet concludes "the great person is the one who is animated by these things, who must find facts and see the truth and see that there is not a finally about everything, whose mind is not turned to the past but glowering with anticipation to the future. That is the age at its best, when any institution does not serve these qualities it is on the outside."
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DARTMOUTH MUSICAL CLUBS TO GIVE CONCERT

(Co\ncluded from page 2, column 1) abandoned a number of years ago. Although the Instrumental Club, formed to supplant them, did contain a number of mandolins, guitars, and banjos they were supplemented by other orchestral instruments. The other sections were from year to year added to so that the linkable-fluke of mandolins and guitars, and the twanging of banjos no longer disturbed the even flow of sustained harmony from the other instruments. The new organization had become in truth a small symphonic orchestra, and as such was able to play compositions which the old Mandolin and Banjo Clubs could not have attempted.

The music played by the Instrumental Club, before this year, had been more or less of the semi-jazz type. The arrangements made for the Club tried to retain the more pleasing features of modern jazz, and yet to give it a sustained melody with more substance at heart than the mere noisemaking that marked jazz at the beginning of its career.

Although Prof. Longhurst was well satisfied with the work of the Instrumental Club along this line, he felt, this year, that with recent modifications in jazz, the work of the Instrumental Clubs was too closely approaching that of the Barbary Coast Orchestra, all of whose members are also in the Instrumental Clubs. He has therefore added to the strength of the stringed, wood-wind, and brass sections and taken out the mandolins, guitars, and banjos entirely, with the purpose of playing more classical and semi-classical compositions. This frankly experimental procedure is being watched with considerable interest by those interested in the problem of what to do now that Mandolin and Banjo Clubs are out of style. A circumstance aiding Prof. Longhurst in his experimentation is that all the members of the Instrumental Club are also in the Symphony Orchestra whose members, half student and half faculty and town, play classical music exclusively. In addition many of the members of the Club are in either the Band or the Players' Orchestra and thus receive a three-fold training.

Another innovation this year is in the method of selecting men for the trips. Formerly a large number of men were permitted to practice with the Club and before each trip a large number of them had to be "cut." This method was thought to be unsatisfactory principally because of its effect on that morale and comradeship necessary in men playing together. This year all the "cutting" has been done already in the preliminary try-outs and the Instrumental Club will be much more of a unit than before.

Students may have an account at the
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